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Resolution # 03 2010-2011 
College Senate 
lS1.\11. l ':-1n .11,11·,· nr "11,'\\ Yo11h Supersedes Resolution #: #35 2009-2010 
TO: Dr. John R. .Halstead, College President 
FROM: 
RE: 
SUBJ: 
The College Senate: September 27, 2010 
I. Formal Resolution (Act of Determination) 
IL Recommendation {Urging the Fitness of) 
III. Other, For Your Information (Notice, Req11u t, Report, etc.) 
COLLEGE SENATE 
THE COLLEGE AT BROCKPORT 
OCT 6 2010 
SUNY - 350 NEW CAMPUS DRIVE 
BROCKPORT, NY 14420-2925 
Psychology Gr. duap Program Re-Design (m111in.g #5-1_09 1ocq 
Signed:_-r-'~~ .J.L:lt:::--'7u.<:... ~--\- ----- -- Date: fd? / _!l__!__; __1E 
. Torre, 2010-11, College Sen ate Prestdet1 t) 
Please fill out the bottom portion and follow the distribution instructions at the end of this page. 
TO: Jose R. Torre, College Senate President 
FROM: Joho R. Halstead, College President 
RE: I. Decision and~~ ill! Formal Resolution (circle choice) 
a. Accepted - Tmplementation Effective Date: 
b. Deferred for discussion with the Faculty Senate on_/_/ __ 
c. U nacceptable for the reasons contained in the attached explanation 
~ II, III. Response co Recommendation or Other/FYI (v Received and acknowledged jQ_; -1a.__; _j_Q_ 
b. Comment: 
Signed:_~-...a.~..-f-='---·-~-'---- ---------- Date: -'--10-"'[_r,,_ft ___ r O ___ _ (Dr. John R Halstead, President, The College at Brockpott} 
DISTRIBUTION 
Upon approval, the College President will forward copies of resolutions to his s1aff who will, in tum, forward copies to their staff. The College Senate Office will post resolutions to rhe College Senate Web at hrtp;//www brockporr.edu/colls:~cse11a1c/rcsolutions. 
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COLLEGE SENATE OFFICE 
RESOLUTION PROPOSAL COVER PAGE 
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS: FEBRUARY 28 
Routing Number #54 09-10 GC 
Ra Kling # a;sigmd bi S efta;;e U.u l "(JJ1ri,ig m,mbn- and rirle in all rtjmnce Oiftu 
to rim Pro!)o,a/. 
Inco1n plete proposals or proposals re.cei,;e.d aftei: the deadline may not be 
reviewed until next semester. 
Corrects 
Resolution #35 2009-2010 
INSTRUCTIONS - please, no mu~p!e attachmen1s - each prop(lsal must be submi1ted electronically as a Word document. 
• Suhmit only comp1e:e proposals. Include supp(lrt letters from department chair and dean. Signed documen!s may be sent as hard copies. 
• Prop(lsals must be prepared individually in Word format using comm;tlee guxlelines ava~lable at brod<port.edu/collegesenate/proposat htmL 
• f ill out this covet page for each proposal and insert it electronically as the front page of your Word document. {lcollegesenate/proposal.htmQ 
• ~mail complete ptoposat •1ith cover page as one Wo,d document to sena:e{@btodcoort.edu and facprez®btodcoort edu . 
• All updates must be ,esubmi1ted to the Sena:e office •1ith the 01i9:nal cover page inducting routing number. 
• Quesft.ions? Call the Sena:e office a t 395-2586 or the appropriate committee chairperson. 
1. PROPOSAL TITLE: Please be somewhat descriptive, ie. Graduate Probation/Dismissal Proposal rather than Graduate Proposal. 
I Psychology Graduate Program Re-D wgn 
2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL: CORRECTED PER _4LBANY'S REQUEST 
Re-design of MA in Psychology Program to a three track program: 
MA in Psychology: Clinical Track, Applied Emph asis 
MA in Psychology: Clinical Track, Research Emphasis 
MA in Psychology: General T rack, Research Emphasis 
All future reference to these as MS are to be ch an1'!ed to lvLA. 
3. WILL ADDITIONAL RESOURCES .AFFECTING BUDGET ARE N EEDED? _xxNO YES E XPL.UN YES, 
4. HOW WILL THIS EFFECT TRA.1~SFER STUDENTS: 
na 
5. _.\NTICIPATED EFFECTIVE DATE: F all 2011 
6. SUBMISSION & REVISION DATES: PLEASE PUT A DATE ON Al l UPDATED DOCUMENTS TO AVOID CONFUSION. 
Fit-st Submission [}; dated 011 [}; dated 011 [}; dated 011 
2/28/2010 9/ 1/ 10** 9/22/10 
7. SUBMITTED BY: (contact person) 
N:1me D epartment Phone Em:1il 
Melissa Brown Psychology mmbrown(iilbrockpor t.eclu 
j ose i\faliekal De~n jmalieka@ brockport.ec1u 
8. COMMITTEES TO COPY: (Senate office use only) 
Standing Committee Forwarded For Dates 
Approval To 
_ Enrollment. Planning & Policies Committee. for approval 3/ 3/ 10 
-
Faculty & Professional Staff Policies Executive Committee. 3/ 29/ 10, 
RESC Bi\IIITED 09 / 2/ 10 
_ General Education & Curriculum Policies "' GED to Vice Provost 
xxxGraduate Curriculum & Policies Senate. 4/ 5/ 10, Vote. 4/ 19/ 10, ~ ,- . 0, 
-
-
Studem . Policies College President 4/ 30/ 10 (Resolution #35_2009-20 10) 
10/ 1/ 10 ffiesolm ion #03 ?OJ0-?0 11) 
_ Undergraduate Curricu lum & Policies OTHER 
~ falhw ~~uh/ Gm E d proudkmfqr !Nbmiui-,11 efGt1:m;J E d11ta1i-,11 REJECTED- 9/1/10: REJECTED BY ALBANY 
prop~.ca/s a1 ''Hgw M SJibJJm Prop~Mh" 011 cxr W eh;iu. WITHDR.A \'{I)! 
::--JOTES:'* 9 / I/ 10: Alba%l)' rejected and returned th.is resolution to the College pending correction of an error in the proposal. The 
coHectiotl is described in the followi11g email fro111 th e asso,ciate de.an, Jose ~,faliekaL T he proposal has been returned to the Senate 
for further retriew. 
9/ 22/ 10 Changes submitted for approval by Albany. 
9 / 27 / 10 Changes accepted and annroved by Senate. 
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Resolution # 35 2009-2010 
College Senate 
Tiu: Collcgc at 
BROCKPORT 
l.50 Nev.- Cai:npU$ Otit'C 
Brockpo~ New Yod:: t 4420 
S.S.5-395--2586 • 58>-J.9'5-224-0 {(u) 
lllCl'Clte@Jmx:kpon.edu 
bruockpo .. 1..edu / .::oDcgt!ltru.te 
TO: 
FR0~'1: 
Dr. J o hJ> R. Halstead, CoUege President 
The CoUcgc :Xnacc: April 19, 2010 
Sup,erscd u Ree#~ ______ _ 
t-.'R 3 0 20\'l 
RE:--+ I. Fom1al Resolution (.Act efD,t,r,Nir.aJivn) 
Recommendation (U,zir..t, ti;, Fitr.er.r '!fi 
The Cc!le;ie at 8:cck1)C .. l 
O°nce or l"'e P.-es•:Jent 
SUBJ: 
TO: 
!'ROM: 
RE: 
ur Jnfo1:mation (:\.rotice.i &q11eft, Repqr1, ek·.J 
'G[an1 Re-desig11 , . .,,,,,~ au w .ux:;o 
.. '!4gt S enairPntsidenl) 
Date:~ ;) 'Ti fU 
Please 60 0 1rt th~ bo«Oft'I portion_ and follow the d.ittriburtoo jnstnJ(.tionJt a-r the e1'd --Qf this page. 
::;teven I ..e, ... '1.$,. • fhe College Senate Pres.ide.nt 
r...,c ~U1.1-EGE S&u.J'E 
lt.fG.! AT BROCKP()Ju· John R. Halstead, Colkg,e Pre,ident 
MAY 1 O lOIO 
Derision a.w:1 Accioo 'J:ak.w .cw Fonnal Resoh1doo (circle choice) c-.u,,1y. J 5o I. P~oc,.,~--•st":rw C'IMJlt.Js oq 6) 1\ ccepred - lrnplemem2tion Effective Dare: Fall 2011 ' · "' 1+120.:191~ 
b. Deterred foe discussion ,vi.th the Fac:1.tlt~· Senate o n __ / __ / __ 
c. t:nacccptablc for the reasons contained in d1.e :lltached cxpJanacion 
11, Ill. Re~nss; tQ Re:s;;qmmc;ndat1Qn ()t Other/FYI 
~c.,'Ccivcd and acknowledged _ _ j __ i __ 
~w ). ommcnc 
Si{,med : : 
(Dr. John R. Halrread. President, Th, <.olitg, al Rm,·k,pt,rt) 
DISTRIBUTION 
Upoa approV',\l. th<- College .P'n:!i1dcnr "'-ill for.i.-:it'd oops<:~ of rcsohrt_io,n<i; «> h1• $ta£r who 1,1,-ill, io run,, icii-~·a~ cup,c:s to their 11la.ff. Tbe-
CoCc.~ Scmte Office v..;JJ pott ,e-ooluJlOc.'IS 10 1.h~ Co1• Senate Web 11.1 b1rp;l isa--»:W hm<:kpo,r rsfnlrdltttM'Oilfi•lts:aolutor>;;. 
Denied by Albany. 
See correction dated 9/1/10 from the Dean on page 
Resubmitted to Senate 9/2/10. 
Document updated 9/22/10. 
Resolution #35 2009-2010 
Proposal #54_09-10_GC 
 
Date: Wed, 01 Sep 2010 17:22:23 -0400 1 of 1  
1 Go to
 
From: "Jose Maliekal" <jmalieka@brockport.edu>      
Subject: MA in Psychology 
To: <jrtorre@brockport.edu>   , <senate@brockport.edu>   , <akorn@brockport.edu>    
Cc: <mmbrown@brockport.edu>    
 
Good Afternoon, 
 
Last week, I discussed with Jose Torre an inadvertent mistake that the Psychology Department made when it 
submitted a proposal to the College Senate (54-09-10GC) to expand the MA in Psychology from one to three 
tracks. During the campus curriculum review process, this mistake was not detected, and the College submitted the 
proposal to SUNY to complete the approval process. During the SUNY review, however, the inadvertent mistake 
was detected, and the proposal was returned to the college for revision and resubmission. 
 
Here is the inadvertent mistake. The three tracks proposed by the department were (i) MA in Clinical Psychology 
with Practicum Capstone, (ii) MS in Clinical Psychology Thesis Capstone and (iii) MS in General Psychology Thesis 
Capstone, when, in fact, all three tracks should have been titled MA. Every registered program in New York State 
can only lead to one degree title, either MS or MA. It was because the Psychology Department’s proposal violated 
this requirement that SUNY returned the proposal to the College for revision and resubmission.    
 
All along the intention of the department was to expand its existing Master’s program from one to three tacks, 
which remains unchanged. Accordingly, the department would like to modify the titles of all three tracks and 
resubmit the proposal to SUNY.  But, I suspect that some action, either by the Senate Executive Committee or 
Graduate Curriculum Committee, would be required before the proposal can be forwarded for SUNY approval. For 
the sake of clarity and parsimony, the department is proposing the following new titles.   
 
MA in Psychology: Clinical Track, Applied Emphasis. 
MA in Psychology: Clinical Track, Research Emphasis 
MA in Psychology: General Track, Research Emphasis 
 
I am writing to request the College Senate to fast track its review process of the revisions, as the proposal deals with 
mere title changes and title changes only.     
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Jose Maliekal 
Associate Dean 
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MA in Psychology Program:  Proposal for Changes in Existing Master’s Degree   
 
(1 through 5 BELOW ARE PUT ON THE “COLLEGE SENATE OFFICE RESOLUTION 
PROPOSAL COVER PAGE”)  
 
1.  Proposal Title:  Psychology Graduate Program Re-Design 
 
2.  Brief Description of Proposal: Re-Design of Psychology MA in Psychology Program into Three 
Tracks:  Clinical Track, Applied Emphasis; Clinical Track, Research Emphasis; and General Track.  
For ease of reading, the clinical tracks are at times referred to as applied clinical and research clinical.   
 
3. Statement of How This Will Affect Transfer Students: No effect on transfer students, as this is a 
graduate program revision and students do not transfer into the MA in Psychology program. 
 
4.  Anticipated Effective Date:  Fall, 2011 
 
5.  Submitted by: (contact person)   Melissa M. Brown, Ph.D., Assistant Professor & Chair, Department 
of Psychology 
 
(AGAIN, ALL OF THE ABOVE ARE PUT ON THE “COLLEGE SENATE OFFICE RESOLUTION 
PROPOSAL COVER PAGE”)  
 
1. A side-by-side comparison of the old and new program. Credit hours must be included and totaled in 
clear tabular form.   
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1. A Comparison of the Revised MA Program to the Current Program: 
 
The Psychology Department is proposing to expand our existing Master of Arts in Psychology program 
from one to three tracks.   Currently the program spans four academic semesters.  The first semester’s 
coursework provides the foundation of knowledge and theory upon which effective clinical skills are 
built.  Semesters two and three are devoted to a pair of two-course sequences in the clinical skills of 
assessment and intervention, with the final semester devoted to a 600-hour practicum.  Completion of a 
master’s thesis is optional but highly recommended for the doctoral program-bound student.    
 
The expanded program has three distinct degree tracks: Clinical, Applied emphasis; Clinical, Research 
emphasis; and General.  See side by side table. The two clinical tracks (referred to hereafter as Clinical 
Applied and Clinical Research) differ from one another in capstone experience.  The Clinical Applied 
capstone will continue to be the 600 hour practicum placement in a community agency.  In contrast, a 
Master’s thesis will be the capstone for both the Clinical Research and General tracks. 
 
As with our current curricula, all three tracks of the expanded program span four semesters.  In the 
revised program, the first two semesters are devoted to an expanded set of 6 core courses.  Students in 
all three tracks will now take Statistics, Biopsychology, and Developmental in addition to our current 
core of Research Methods, Psychopathology, and Social Psychology (formerly Social-Personality).   
The Social Psychology course replaces much of its personality psychology content with diversity topics 
(group behavior, stereotyping, prejudice, discrimination, and stigma).  The personality learning 
outcomes are infused across the following courses: Social, Developmental, Psychopathology, and 
Assessment.   
 
To facilitate our Clinical Research and General track students’ timely progress through the thesis 
project, students will register in their first semester for a special independent readings course with their 
advisor to master the literature and develop their research question.  In their second semester they will 
take independent study credits to refine their project and write their proposal.  In contrast, the students 
in the Clinical Applied track will choose between taking electives or completing an independent study 
the first two semesters.  
  
The tracks’ paths further diverge in the third semester when students in the two clinical tracks take their 
clinical core [Applied Behavior Analysis (formerly Intervention I), Cognitive Behavioral Therapy 
(formerly Intervention II), and Assessment (a merger of Assessment of I and II)] and students in the 
General track focus on their thesis.  The students in the Clinical Research and General tracks complete 
their theses in the fourth semester when their colleagues in the  Clinical Applied track are completing 
practicum. 
2. Discussion of Mission, Market, and Quality (Rationale) 
The core rationale for the alterations in the Psychology Master’s graduate curriculum is better graduate 
student education.   We have redesigned our program to be consistent with the accreditation standards 
put forth by the Master’s in Psychology Accreditation Council (MPAC).  MPAC is the only accrediting 
body of Master’s-level Psychology programs that emphasizes the scientific practice of professional 
psychology with a primary objective of promoting the highest standards of master’s level preparation 
for Psychology.   MPAC standards require a more thorough grounding in the major sub-disciplines in 
Psychology, thus we are introducing three new Psychology content area courses:  Applied Multivariate 
Statistics; Developmental; and Biopsychology as requirements for all MA in Psychology students.    
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However, because MPAC standards are designed for the Master’s level Psychologist and require 
significant supervised experience, only the Clinical Applied Track will completely meet MPAC 
accreditation standards.  Presumably, students in the in the Clinical Research and General Psychology 
tracks are planning to continue their education with doctoral study.  If, however, they change or delay 
their plans, their MA in Psychology prepares them to teach at community colleges, to become research 
project managers, to become certified clinical research coordinators, and to pursue opportunities for 
which a Master’s degree in any field is a prerequisite.  Additionally with advisement, students may be 
allowed to change their plan of study.      
The rationale for the three tracks is as follows: 
In the current program, all students take practicum as the capstone experience even if it does not 
serve their educational and career goals.  Practicum placements can be extraordinarily difficult to 
arrange, and because of this difficulty students sometimes end up with practica that fall short of our 
educational expectations.  Providing students with a choice of capstone experience will (1) lessen 
practicum pressure and (2) give students greater flexibility to pursue educational experiences that will 
better help them advance toward their goals (see next point). 
The current program structure also typically forces graduate students who wish to conduct a thesis 
into working on much of it at the same time they are enrolled in their (usually full-time, off-campus) 
practicum.  The result is often a thesis that is not completed in a timely manner or a thesis that is 
abandoned partway through by students whose circumstances demand rapid degree completion.  For 
students seeking admission to doctoral (especially Ph.D.) study in any field of psychology, a well-done 
master’s thesis is often an integral part of a successful application bid – far more helpful, in fact, than 
applied human service experience such as would be gained through practicum.  Thus, the clinical 
research and general tracks can function as more effective stepping stones to doctoral study than our 
currently structured program, in which the thesis is an optional add-on. 
This change is expected to make completing a thesis a more viable undertaking for our graduate 
students, and therefore an increase in the number of thesis students is anticipated.  This will have 
trickle-up effects on faculty research productivity as well as trickle-down effects in the form of 
increased opportunities for undergraduate students to assist with  research activities (itself an important 
key to admission into graduate study).  The addition of a General track will attract graduate students for 
our non-clinical psychology faculty members.     
The general psychology and clinical research tracks will give students who are not quite strong 
enough for admission into Ph.D. programs (especially non-clinical ones) an opportunity to (1) prove 
themselves capable of graduate level coursework, (2) develop stronger working relationships with 
faculty mentors, and (3) hone and display research skills through the thesis project.  The 30-credit 
General Track might be particularly appealing to Brockport students who have been assisting a faculty 
member as an undergraduate and would like to continue working with that individual while bolstering 
their credentials.  This track would be entirely resource-neutral, requiring no new courses specifically 
created for this track.  Moreover, it should be noted that the benefits to faculty (increased scholarly 
output) and undergraduates (increased opportunities for gaining research experience) noted above 
would accrue under this track as well.  
 
 Quality indicators include: 
• Meeting MPAC accreditation standards for the Clinical Track, applied 
emphasis 
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• A new graduate statistics course will enhance understanding of  
psychology’s research base, will add clarity to our thesis students’ project 
design, and should transfer to doctoral program requirements 
• Addition of Biopsychology will improve our students’ understanding of the 
biological bases of behavior and mechanisms of psychopharmacology 
• Inclusion of Developmental Psychology will increase student awareness of 
normal versus atypical development, as well as complex transactional 
models implicated in psychological outcomes 
• Diversity learning outcomes have been augmented in Social Psychology, 
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy,  Assessment 
• The revised program has a more structured, sequenced thesis process 
beginning with Independent Readings course first semester, Independent 
Study second semester, and thesis credits semesters three and four.  
 
3. A description of new courses: 
 
The following courses will be revised or created, and descriptions are below: 
PSH 602  Applied Multivariate Statistics 
PSH 631  Social Psychology 
PSH 640  Biopsychology 
PSH 684  Developmental Psychology 
PSH 698  Independent Readings   (3 or more credits) 
PSH 704  Assessment 
 
PSH 602 Applied Multivariate Statistics:  This course will introduce students to advanced statistical 
procedures that are relevant to applied psychological research. The emphasis of the course will be on 
understanding how to perform, interpret, and present relevant applied statistical analyses.   In 
particular, simple and complex experimental designs, development of scales and evaluation of their 
psychometric properties, and multivariate quasi-experimental and non-experimental procedures will be 
emphasized. The analyses will be presented as statistical models along with the process for evaluating 
such models with statistical software. 
 
PSH 631 Social Psychology (formerly Advanced Social-Personality):   The course will foster an 
appreciation for, and understanding of social psychological theories and concepts that will enhance 
students’ understanding of the situational factors that determine human behavior. In addition, this 
course aims to foster a deeper understanding the role of diversity in interpersonal interactions, as well 
as recognition of cross-cultural differences and similarities in reactions to situational factors. 
 
PSH 640  Biopsychology of Human Behavior:   This course fosters appreciation for, and 
understanding of, the biological bases of normal, abnormal, and pharmaceutically-influenced human 
behavior.  Students will demonstrate an understanding of basic anatomy and physiology of the human 
nervous system and of the neurons comprising it, of associations between specific brain regions, of the 
mechanisms of major categories of psychotropic pharmaceuticals, and of abnormalities of brain 
structure and function associated with psychopathology.  
 
PSH 684  Developmental Psychology:  This course will convey an understanding of how various 
aspects of psychological functioning change over the course of an individual’s development.  Course 
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objectives are to explore and evaluate current theories and significant claims in the field, to explore the 
contribution of genes, environment, and their interaction to development, to understand developmental 
psychology as a scientific field and to gain knowledge about the basic research methods used in this 
sub-discipline, and to learn how to generate research ideas and to critically read and evaluate journal 
articles in the developmental psychology literature base. 
 
PSH 698 Independent Readings:  This course is an independent study designed to require the student 
to master the research literature upon which his/her thesis will be based.  Specific readings will be 
identified by the student and his/her mentor.  The final product will be a literature review culminating 
in a research question to be addressed by the student’s thesis. 
 
PSH 704 Assessment (formerly Assessment I and Assessment II): This course is an introduction to 
psychological assessment.  It provides students with a basic understanding of the assessment process; 
psychometric theory; relevant theories of intelligence and personality; and the administration, scoring, 
and interpretation of prototypical psychological assessment instruments such as the Folstein Mini 
Mental Status Exam, the Wechsler Scales of Adult Intelligence, the NEO-PI, the Millon Scales of 
Multi-axial Clinical Assessment, and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory 2.   Students 
will develop skills in clinical interviewing and report writing.  The course examines ethical issues in 
assessment, issues of test fairness and bias, and best practices in the psychological assessment of 
culturally diverse individuals.   
 
Complete descriptions and SLO’s for the modified and new courses are in the course registration forms 
appended to this document. 
 
4.  Staffing Issues:  a) Sufficiency of existing staff, and b) Need for new staff 
 
No additions to the present faculty are needed.  This program update introduces three new courses: 
Biopsychology, Applied Multivariate Statistics, and Developmental, and merges two courses, 
Assessment I and Assessment II, into one Assessment, for a gain of two new courses.  Additionally, 
having the master’s thesis serve as the capstone experience in place of a practicum, will reduce the 
number of sections of practicum offered, freeing a faculty member.  Moreover, the merging of 
Assessment I and Assessment II, frees a faculty member up to cover Developmental. 
 
The Psychology Department recently hired Dr. James Witnauer.  This new tenure track faculty will 
teach the graduate Biopsychology course.  He can occasionally be spelled by Dr. Abwender.  
 
Drs. Brennan-Jones, Matthew Mulvaney, and Laurel McNall  may rotate the teaching of graduate 
statistics.  Once every three years, each will teach this course in lieu of one relatively low enrollment 
upper level elective.  Offering these electives slightly less frequently will increase enrollments. 
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+ 
Current Program 
Proposed Revised Program 
MA in Psychology 
 
Year 1 
Fall Semester                          Credits 
Psychopathology                                3 
Social Personality                              3 
Research Methods                             3 
Elective or Independent Study          3 
 
Spring Semester                     Credits 
Assessment I                                     3 
Intervention I   (ABA)                      3 
Thesis or Elective                             3 
 
 
Year 2 
Fall Semester                          Credits 
Assessment II                                   3 
Intervention II    (CBT)                   3 
Thesis or Elective                            3 
 
 
Spring Semester                       Credits 
Pre-Practicum                                    3 
Practicum                                          9 
 
MA in Psychology 
Clinical Track, Applied emphasis 
Year 1 
Fall Semester                          Credits 
 
Psychopathology                              3 
Biopsychology  of Human Behavior 3 
Research Methods                            3 
Elective or Independent Study         3 
 
Spring Semester                     Credits 
Applied Multivariate Statistics        3 
Social Psychology                            3 
Developmental Psychology             3 
Elective or Independent Study        3                         
 
Year 2 
Fall Semester                          Credits 
Applied Behavior Analysis             3 
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy        3 
Assessment                                      3 
Elective                                            3 
 
Spring Semester                       Credits 
Pre-Practicum                                    3 
Practicum                                          9 
 
MA in Psychology 
Clinical Track, Research emphasis 
Year 1 
Fall Semester                           Credits 
 
Psychopathology                              3 
Biopsychology of Human Behavior 3                                   
Research Methods                            3 
Independent Readings                      3 
 
Spring Semester                     Credits 
Applied Multivariate Statistics        3                 
Social Psychology                            3 
Developmental Psychology             3 
Independent Study                           3 
 
Year 2 
Fall Semester                          Credits 
Applied Behavior Analysis             3 
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy        3 
Assessment                                      3 
Thesis                                               3 
 
  Spring Semester                     Credits 
Thesis                                              3 
Independent Study  optional 
Elective                   optional                                                           
MA in Psychology 
General Track, Research Emphasis 
Year 1 
Fall Semester                           Credits 
 
Psychopathology                              3 
Biopsychology of Human Behavior 3                                  
Research Methods                            3 
Independent Readings                      3 
 
Spring Semester                     Credits 
Applied Multivariate Statistics        3 
Social Psychology                            3 
Developmental Psychology             3 
Independent Study                           3 
 
Year 2 
Fall Semester                          Credits 
Thesis                                               3 
Independent Study  optional 
Elective                   optional        
 
 
  Spring Semester                     Credits 
 Thesis                                              3 
Independent Study  optional 
Elective optional                                                                
                
42  Credits* 48 Credits* 
*credit minimum.  May take more. 
39 Credits* 
*credit minimum.  May take more. 
30 Credits* 
*credit minimum.  May take more. 
*Credit minimums.  Students may opt to take more credits.  
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.....__ .....__ 
-
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I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
.....__ 
,____ 
-
,____ 
Remaining other sections are all approvals from relevant administrators: 
6. Academic administration commentary.  It is strongly recommended that the department consult with 
the Graduate Dean early in the process. 
a. Letter of review/comment from the Graduate Dean 
b. Letter of review/comment from the Dean of the School 
c. Letter of review/comment from the Department Chair 
 
7. Resources, facilities, and non-teaching staff needed to implement the program.  
a. Statement of review and comment from Drake Library. 
b. Statement of review and comment from Academic Computing Services. 
 
8. Letters of support from cooperating departments, agencies, institutions, etc., including a statement of 
probably/likely impact on departments 
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MMBrown 
MM Brown 
Date: Tue, 23 Feb 2010 12:31:50-0500 
From: "Stuart Appelle" <sappelle@brookport.edu> 
Subject Proposal foryt,anges in Psychology Grad Prngram 
To: <nmbrown@brookport.edu> 
Ce: "Susan Seem" -=sseem@brockport.edu> 
MeLiss:a: 
https://mail.brockport.edulwmlemllread.html?sessioniCF: 50tmpl607[ .. 
I support the proposal "Psychology Graduate Program Re-Design" that is being submitted to College Senate. 
Stuart Appelle, Ph.D. 
Dean, School of Science and Mathematics 
350 New Campus Drive. 
The College at Brockport 
Smtie University of New York 
Brockport, New York 14420 
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MM Brown 
MM Brown 
Date: Thu, 25 Feb 2010 16:13:12 -0500 
From: "Susan Seem" <sseen@brockport.edu> 
Subject FIN. Graduate revisions 
To: <rrirt>rown@brockport.edu> 
Melissa, 
See below 
Susan 
Susan Rachael Seem, Ph.D. 
bttpS".//lnal l.oroc&pUt LCU.Uf w u•ea.uu I ccu...1.auu, J~•vu,... -~.,...,, • .•• -· 
Assistant co the Provost for Graduate Education and Scholarship 
Office of Gnduate Studies 
The College at Brockport 
State University of New York 
350New Campus D rive 
Brockport, NY 14420 
United Srates of America 
Phone: 585.3952525 
Fo.x: 585.395.2.'itS 
CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT: 
"This message and any attachment(s) a re confidentia! and are intended solely for the addressee(s). This 
communication may contain material protected by one or more privileges. lfyou are neither the inten
ded 
recipient nor a person responsible for delivering this confidential communication to the jntended recipient, 
you have received this communication in error, and any review, distnbution, dissemination, forwarding, 
printing, copyiug, or other use of this e-mail message and any attached files is strictly prohibited. If yo
u have 
received this confidential communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by reply e-ma
il and 
permanently delete this communication." 
From: Susan Seem [mailto:sseem@brodq:>ort:.edu] 
Sent Tuesday, February 23, 2010 12:52 PM 
To: 'mbrown@brockport.edu' 
Cc: 'sappelle@brockport.edu' 
Subject: Graduate revisions 
Dear Melissa, 
I support the graduate program in psychology revisions. These revisions address a number of needs for 
students. 
Sincerely, 
Susan 
Susan Rachael Seem, Ph.D . 
Assistant m the Provost for G.caduate Educatioo and Schol.ru:ship 
Office of Graduate Studies 
The College at Brockport 
State University of New York 
350 N ew Campus Drive 
Brockporr, NY 14420 
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SUNY BROCKPORT 
February 24, 2010 
Colleagues, 
Depanmcnt of Psychology 
On behalf of the Psychology Department, and its graduate program, I enthusiastically 
support the proposed changes to graduate study in Psychology at Brockport. Together 
we have created a program that strengthens our commitment to educating scientist-
practitioners, while providing opportunities for non-clinically oriented Psychology 
students to pursue a Master 's degree. 
Sincerely, 
Y.J/~,'-:?'71~ 
Melissa M. Brown, Ph.D .. 
Chair, Psychology Department 
State University of New York• College at Brockpart • 350 New Campus Drive • Brockport, New York 14420-2977 
(585) 395-2488 • FAX (585) 395-2116 • www.brockport.edu • psychdpt@brockpon.edu 
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,· 
Dr. Melissa Brown, Cbair 
Department of Psychology 
The College at B.i:ockpo.rt 
350 New Campus Drive 
Brockport, NY 14420 
Febxuary 22, 2010 
Dear Melissa: 
• 
. 
. 
The O:,Ilege at 
BROCKPORT 
Sl',\"l"& l,;NjV~flilTf l>►- Nf.W 'iOJll'l. 
Thank you for sbariag your proposal for the graduate progwn in Psychology. Dr:tke Memorial 
Library has reviewed it and unde.rstands that current libtary resources are adequate to meet the 
infonnation needs of srudents in this program. Going fonvaro, it will be important for oo-line 
access to full-time databases to be kept up-co-date and accessible for academic success. Duke · 
Libtary supports Psychology's efforts. 
Sincerely, 
~:r.~~ 
Director, Drake .Memorial Llbi::uy 
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The College at 
BROCKPORT 
s ,~,·m t.:~1v1;.R$nY OF N~.\\' Ymu-. 
Technology Support Services 
Date: 2/12/2010 
To: Dr. Melissa Brown 
From: Jeffrey S. Smith, Director, Technology Support Services 
Re: Information Technology Services support for the proposed graduate program in 
Psychology. 
Technology Support Services is well equipped to support the addition of graduate programs in 
the Psychology department. We look forward to helping with this effort. Among the areas 
where TSS can be of support are: 
• Several teaching labs where students can learn hands-on 
• Open access computer labs for students to utilize during non-class time 
• Lab computers give students access to all software needed for their coursework 
• Technology enhanced classrooms are located across the campus 
• We utilize a world-class course management system 
• Wireless network access exists throughout the campus and die residence halls 
• Each student has personal file storage that can be accessed from on and off-campus 
• Each student has the ability to create a personal web space 
• We enjoy an outstanding collaborative working relationship with the Brockport facu lty 
\Ve are looking forward to working with you to help make this a success. If you have any • 
questions, or need additional information, feel free to contact me. 
Sincerely: 
Jeffrey S. Smith 
Director - Technology Support Services 
The College at Brockport 
jsmith@brockport.edu 
The Coll,ge at Brockport• S12te University of New York• 350 New Campus Drive 
Brockport, New York 14_420-2995 
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Janet Gillespie 
Janet.Gillespie 
Date: Sat, 30 Jan 2010 18:23:27 -0500 
From: "Pigeon, Wilfred" <Wdfre!I_Pigeon@URMC.Rochester.edu> 
Subject RE: MA in Psychology ProlJ"am 
To: 1glllesp@brcckportedu" <Jg1Uesp@brocl<port.edu> 
. Dear Dr . C.illespie, 
Page I of2 
Thank you f~r the opportunity to provide fee<lback on the proposed chnages to SUNY 
Brockports Masters in Psychology Program. These b.rief comments come from the 
perspective of a supervisor of practicum placements students from your program as 
well as frOII\ my own expereince of practicing with a masters degree for some years 
priuor to returning fore doctoral degree. 
In general, I applaud the proposed move· to havi ng more than one track. This offers, I 
believe, an enhanced opportunity for students to match a program more closely to 
· their career aspirations. The coursework in each track seems to be appropriate. The 
MA tracks required practicum is, of course, essential · for s t udents intending to 
practice in the 'fiel d and use this as their terminal degree. Likewise, f<>r students 
intending to pursue doctoral programs (whethei: clinical o r not ) , the msters thesis, 
if not necessary, is -certainly desirable for a strong applicatfon. Perhaps the oniy 
·additonal comment I would submit for consideration i-a to wrestle w;i.th how (if 
posSi.ble a.t o.1.l.} to Provide both e?CJ)eri.enees t ·o s:tude.nts who may wish to do both a 
practicum and a thesis. 
Best regards, 
Wil 
Wilfred R. Pigeon, PhD, CBSM 
Assistant Professor of Psychiatry 
Director, Sleep & Neurophysiology Research Lab 
university of Rochester Medica.J. Center 
300 Crittenden Blvd. · - Box PYSCH 
Rochester, NY 14642 USA 
[1] 585.275.3374 
Cl inicaJ. Researcher 
Center of Excellence at Canandaigua 
Canandaigua VA Medical Center 
Canandaig·ua, New· York USA 
Fro~: Janet Gillespie [jgi11esp@brockport.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, January 30, 2010 2:l7 PM 
To: Pigeon, Wilfred 
Subject: MA in Psychology Program 
Dear Will. : 
~rcie Desrochers gave me your e - mail address, and I hope that this e - mail finds you 
·weJ.l . I am writing to. ask your help in taking a brief look at some changes which the 
Department of _Psychology at Brockport is plarutj.ng for our MA ·in Psychology Program. 
we value your input, as you have accepted our graduate students for· Practicum (and 
may have one placed .with you now), have helped us in providin g training to our 
studen~s, o r have h1.reo our ai~i for po~i Uons at yoi.u: ~ite ~n the pQot. 
I would be very grateful if you would take just a few moments to read the attached 
bttps://m~.brockport.edu/wm/eml/read.html?sessionid= l 78fd3d5e74 l 0b991309f58ca6f94d.... 2/8/2010 
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Janet GIiiespie 
Date: Tue, 02 Feb2010 20:17:44 -0500 
From: "Zarcone, Jennifer R." <Jennifer_Zarcone@URMC.Rochesler.edu> 
Subject: RE: MA in Psychology Progra"'! at Broct<port • Request for Comment 
To: <jgillesp@brackport.edu> 
Janet F. Gillespie, Ph, D. 
Department of Psychology 
The Coll ege at Brockport - State University of New York 
Dear Dr. Gillespie, 
I would like t o offer a letter of support·· for the changes you are . 
planning to make to the Masters program in Psychology at SUNY Brockport. 
By moving to a three-track program you are being· responsive to the 
changing demands of your master's l evel graduates both t or additional 
graduate training and in the workplace. As you indicated, some graduates 
are going on to .doctoral degree programs and they may need different 
training opportunities t han those who will be stopping with their 
master's degree. By offering different capstone options to the program, 
you should be able to meet the needs o_f your gradua.tes more effectively. 
I have been happy to participate as a pra~ticum site supervisor at t he 
Uni versity of Rochester Medic'al Center this past year. I believe that 
,the changes in curriculum that your program have developed wil l help 
future practicum trainees have the background and training that they 
need when they are ready t~ enter the practi cum program and ult imately, 
the workplace . 
Best of luck with your efforts to improve the master 's program in 
Psychology a.t Brockport and pl ease let me know if there is any other 
ways that I can offer my support . 
Sincerely, 
Jenni fer · 
J ennifer Zar cone, Ph.D. 
Director, Community Consultation Program 
Associate Editor of the Journal ·of Applied Behavior Analysis 
Associate Professor of Pediatrics 
University ·of Rochester Medical Center· 
601 Elmwood Avenue, Box 671 
Rochester, NY 14642 
585- 273-5974 (voice) 
585- ~75-3366 (fax) 
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Janet Gillespie 
Date: Thu, 04 Feb 2010 15:02;38 -0500 
Fro~ ''MH- Reynolds, Mark" <MReynolds@co.wayne.ny.us> 
SUbject RE: MA ill Psychology Program at Broci<port - A Request for Comment 
To: <jglllesp@brockport.edu> 
Very good to bear from you. Things are going weii at the clinic. 
I reviewed 't;be proposed program changes. Creating three fonnal · tracks 
seems to make sense in terms of guiding new s tudents in quickl.y and 
clearly organizing their experience . I like the name changes for the 
courses and- the choice of courses for each t r ac.k makes sense . The only 
thing I wo·nde.r about, i.£ .I understand correct1y, i..s the 1aek of requi red 
practicum for MS Clinical students. r suppose, though, that an elective 
slot could be used for p .racticum. Those are my few thoughts on the 
matter. Thank you for including me in this effort. 
Sincerely, 
Mark 
CONFIDENTIAL NOT~CE 
This transmission, including any attachm.ents, is for the sole use of the 
intended recipient{s) or entity named· above and may contain confidential 
and privileged information. If you received this and are not the 
.intended recipi ent(s ) , you are hereby notified that a·ny disclosure, 
copying, =authorized distribution o_r the t aking of any action in 
reliance on the contents of this information is prohlbit.ed. If you have 
received this transmission in error, p l ease immedi ately contact .the 
sender as indicated above to arrange the proper handling of the 
information. 
~-~-original Message-----
From: Janet Gillespie [mailto:jgillesp@brockport.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, January 30, 2010 2:55 PM 
To: MB- Reynolds, Mark 
Subject: MA in Psychology Progri!llll at Brockport - A Request for Comment · 
Dear Mark: 
I hope this e-mail finds you well. I am writing to ask your help in 
taking a brief look at some changes which the Department of Psychology 
at Brockport is planning for our MA in Psychology Program. we value 
your input, as you have accepted our graduate students for Practicum i n 
the past(Kelly Sample), have helped us in providing training to our 
students, or have bi.red our alumni for positions at your site in the 
past {Tony Millonni, Martha Lynch) . 
I would be ve.ry grateful if you would take. just a f ew moments to read 
the attached "MP. Changes Description• sometime in the next few days, and 
respond with a brief e-mail indicating your support for the program · as 
we go forward to pursue these changes with the College. We are looking 
to have some area agency e-m.ail s of support to submit >Jith our · 
des~ription for our faculty senate , and your help and support in the 
past make you an ideal choice to coltliltent on this. A brief e-maii would 
111tps://mail .brockport.edu/wm/emVread.html?sessionid= 178fd3d5e74 l Ob991309f.58ca6t!).4d... 2/8/201 O 
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Janet GiHespie . 
Date: Mon, 08 Feb 2010 08:43:.14 -0500 
l'rom: VA!llam Sdlneide, .. <w11C1u1eider@unil)'heal1h.org> 
SUbfec!: Re: MA in Psychology Progam at Brockport 
To: <jgmesp@brockportedu> 
Iii Jan, 
I looked over the information you sent me on proposed changes t o your 
masters in psychology program and expansion to 3 masters options. I 
certai nly thin.le that giving the students choices that may have stronger 
cl inical. or research bases is a good idea . The changes generally seem 
reasonable and wel.l c6nceived. I have only one suggestion. In the 
Clinical Psychology MS, could you offer a practicum, or a least make 
the practicum an option and the thesis an option? It ' s hard for .me to 
envision a "clinical • masters without a practicum experience. The 
General Psychology without a practicum does not pose this concern frpm 
my· perspective_. 
Thanks Jan and best wishes on your program enhancements . Please 
.contact me if you have further que'stions tor me . 
William N. Schneider, Ph.D . 
unity Hea lth system· 
Brain Injury Rehabilitation Progr8l1l 
Neuropsychology Service 
89 Genesee Street 
Rochester, NY 14611 
(585) 368-3373 
>>> Janet Gillespie-<jgillesp@brockport.edu> 1 / 30/2010 2:10 PM>>> 
·· Dear Bill: 
I hope this e -mail finds you well. I am writing t o ask your help in 
t aking a brief look at. some changes which the Department of Psychology 
at Brockport is planning for our MA in Psychology Pr ogram: We value 
your i nput, as you have acc epted our graduate students for Practicum 
(and have one pl~ced with you now), have he.Lped us in providing training 
to our students, or have hired our alumni for positions at your site in 
the past . · · 
I would be very grateful i f you would take just. a few moments to read 
the attached ~HA Changes Descriptionn . sometime in the next few days, 
and r espond with ·a brief e - mail indicating your s_upport for the program 
as we. go forward to pursue these changes wi t h the College . We are 
looking to have some area agency e-mails of support to submit with our 
description for our faculty senate, and your help and support in the 
past make you an ideal choice to CO'!IJl\ent on this·. A brief e-mail would 
be fine. 
I have als o attached a chart wi th side-by-side compari.sons of the 
cur rent and proposed prograJllS which you may l ook at if you like. I 
welcome your collllltents and response , and I thank you a ga in for your 
support of our graduate students, and the MA in Psychology program. 
Cordially,. 
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Jan·et Gillespie 
Date: Mon, 01 Feb 2010 12:47:20 -0500 
From: • Jacobowitz, David" <O...td_Jaoobawftz@URMC.Rochester.edu> 
Subject Master's program d)engos 
To: <jgilesp@~oelcport.edu> 
Dear Jan, 
I've had an opportunity to review the proposed changes in the Master's prog
ram and to 
compare th&111 to the current program and my own personal experience wi:th bo
th the SIJNY· 
Master's i~ Psychology program. and in ny 17 year career aft.er graduation. 
I think the proposed changes really strengthen the program and 11.lso give st
udents a 
wider variety of options to personaJ.ize their graduate experienc,e. Oft"erin
g a . 
Master ' s in Science for those students undertaking a more in-depth research
-focused 
ex8llli.nation of a current issue in our field is a great option and one I ce.
rtaJ.nJ.y 
would have avaiJ.ed m.yself of 1n 1993. 1 cann.ot overstate the value of focus
ing on one 
particular area of psychological theory or practice . Working with Dr. Lar
ry Hjelle, I 
was able to underta-ke a very in-depth study of salt-efficacy theory and wr
ite a 
thesis about this. 'the vaJ.uabl.e intocmation I learned t h rough this process
 continues 
to info.rn m.y practice and participation in reseucll to this day. I also think that 
the choice of the the sis topic could be inf ormed by your student's post-ma
sters 
aspirations, either more practical.l.y directed if thei.r pl.an was just get a terminal. 
ma stet's and seek work in the field, or ..,ore basic research-oriented i.f th
eir• plan 
was to continue towards a doctorate degree. Of course there is conside.ra,bl
e overl.ap 
in these a reas ot choice, but I like the idea of your students being able 
to further 
.pe.rsonal.ize their graduate experience. 
Thanks vei:y much tor seeking my input i .n this process and best o f luck as 
you move 
forward. 
Warm. regards , 
Dave 
David B. Jacobowitz, M.A. 
Health PJ:oject Coo.i:dinator -schizoph.renia ~eatment Laboi:ato.ry 
Cl.inical. As~ociate in Psychiatry (Psychology) 
. 
. . 
David B. Jacobowitz, M.A. 
Health Project Coonlinator-&;tilzophrenia Treatment Labot"atory 
ctlnlcaf Associate in Psychiatiy (Psychology) 
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Janet F. Gilllespie, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor & Director, MA in Psycholo8)' Program 
Department of Psychology 
The College at Brockport - State University of New York 
Dear Dr. Gillespie: 
February 8, 2010 
I am writing to express my enthusiastic support for your proposal to expand the MA in 
Psychology program, at the College at Brockport - State University of New York, into three 
tracks. It is clear from the proposal that a three track option will allow your students a tailored 
Master's program wherein individual academic goals can be met and graduates will be better 
positioned to move towards their aspirations for further study and work in psychology. 
We have had the good fortune fo supervise many students from the College at Brockpon hei-e at 
the Strong Center for Developmental Disabilities, and my colleagues and I are always impressed 
by their commitment to the field and desire to develop professionally and academically. The 
proposed changes will produce students with _even stronger foundations. 
One of my roles at the University of Rochester is to direct the <::ertification Program in Autism 
Spectrum Disorders and Applied Behavior Analysis at the University of Rochester. I have 
reviewed the proposal and I am quite impressed by the College at BrockpOrt's efforts to better 
define its coursework and meet the demands required by the ever increasing breadth of the field 
of psychology, and professional practice in settings providing psychological service. Further, I 
have recommended Brockport's MA program to my graduating students, and with the proposed 
changes it will become an improved option for those completing our Certification Program and · 
seeking further training. 
I have had the opportunity to meet and work with many of the psychology faculty at the College 
at Brockport. I am confidant the proposed program wtll be executed carefully and 
systematically. On a personal !eve~ I anticipate that the program will provide opportunities to 
expand on our previous collaborations, which I welcome and value. 
Sincerely, 
Dennis Mozingo, Ph.D., BCBA 
Assistant Professor of Pediatrics 
Board Certified Behavior Analyst-Doctoral 
. Strong Center for Developmental Disabil!ries 
Division ofNeurodevelopmental and Behavioral Pediatrics 
University of Rochester Medical Center 
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b. Addition.al student lea.ming outcomes: (check all codes that are currently approved) 
B Contempotai.y Issues (I) 0 U pper Level Writing (U) · Both Contemporary Issues and ~ Level Writing (J) 0 Scholarship on Women (W) U Divemty (D) 
0 Science & Technology (E) 0 O ther World Civiliz2tions (Non-Western) (0) 
9. If cross-listc:<J in another discipline(s}, give discipline(s)/numbcr(s): 
lf there ue pre-requisites that ue enforced, give discipline(s)/number(s): 
. lf thcte ue co-requisia:s, give discipline(s)/number(s): 
10. a. Approximate total number o f seats/semester expected: 15 
b. How many sections do you expect to offer per semesccz:: 1 
11. Sections of this cow:se are (check one): taught by one instructor [81 
12. Planned frequency of offering: ,EVERY FALL 
taught by a team 0 
13. ~ (check any that apply): 
~ Letter gt2de O Pass/Fail (S/U) ONLY O Approved for IP gra& 
0 Course requires a minimum gi:a4e o f for Gen=il Education or the major 
14. I f this course requires any special scheduling aaangemcnts with regard to time or room/space, p lease 
comment on this in the space provided: 
15. If this cou.cse is required for any degrees/programs, please list them bdow: 
Required for MA in Clinical Psychology, MS in Clinical Psychology, MS in G.cneal Psychology 
16. Write a brief course description for the College Catalogs. Reflect content as accurately as possible using 
.65 woros o r less (about 500 ch2.tactcJ:S. Use action verbs and omit "This course covers ... " and_s.imil'ar 
pb.xases. . 
Cove.cs advan~ statistical procedures that are .relevant to psychological resea.rq:i Prepares s~cnts to be 
able to conduct, understand, and evaluate data analytic techniques that can be utilized in the cowse of. 
independent research. Analysis of Variance procedures, multiple regression, and scale construction will be 
cmpbasized The underlyi!]g computations and logic o f the procedures will be presented simultaneously with 
computer-,tided data analysis. 
17. For all courses, please attach the following info:anation: 
(a) a list oi major cowse objectives 
(b) a topical outline Qf course 
(c) a list of methods used to evaluate srudcnt perfo:anance . 
( d) a list of instructional materials used - give bibliographic citations of texts, critical .readings, films, e 
( e) a cw:rent cowse syllabus, if possible · 
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(t) a brief stlltement detailing the additio~al work required of gJ:3du11te swdents in a "swing co11ISe." 
For General Education courses only, attach ·also: 
(g) SuppkmnrJal Ge!14ra1 Education Cor,rn &gistration Form 
. . (h) Student ~ming 011tconw CheddiJt (for peafir mes nquuted). 
PSH602 
Applied Multivariate Statistics 
17a. Course Objectives 
1. Students will be able to perform and ipterpret elementary statistical analyses 
a. Correlation · 
b. t tests 
c. Analysis of Variance 
2. Students will be able to perform and interpret ANOV As for multi-factor designs. 
3. Students will be able to perform and interpret ANCOVAs for multi-factor 
designs. · 
4. Students will be able to perform and interpret ~1ANOV As. 
5. Students will be able to perform and interpret multiple regression analyses. 
6. Students will be able to perform scaling procedures 
a Exploratory factor analyses 
b. Internal reliability analyses (Cronbach's alpha) 
7. Students will be able evaluate the asswnptions of statistical tests, including 
preliminary data screening. 
8. Students will be able to use SPSS to perform any of these analyses and interpret 
the results. · 
9. Students will be able to calculate and evaluate effect sizes for these analyses. 
10. Students will be able to evaluate the power of analyses and have an understanding 
of power. 
I I. Students will be able to perfonn mediating and moderating analyses and 
undetstand the distinction between them. 
12. Students will be able to write results sections in APA style with any of these. 
analyses. · · 
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17b .. R epresentative Topical Outline of Course 
*Note that this will necessarily vary by instructor. · . 
. ', 
Week. I 
Week2 
·Week 3 
Week4 
Weeks 
Week6 
Week7 
Week&. 
Week9 
Week 10 
Week 11 
Week 12 
Week 13 
Week 14 
Week 15 
Owrview ofCo..-se/Review ofBasic Concepts in Statisticsllntroduction to SPSS 
Data Screening, Sta~ical Significance Testing, and lrxlependent Samples t teSt 
Between-Groups Analysis ofVatiance(ANOVA) . 
Repeated Measures Tests.(ANOVA and t test) 
Factorial Analysis of Variance 
Analysis of Covariance (AN COVA} 
Multivariate Analysis ofVariance (MANOVA) 
Midterm 
Bivariate Correlation and Regression 
Mul!iple Regression with Two Predict.or Variables 
Mul!iple Regression with more than Two Predicior Variables 
Extensions ofRegress_ion 
Mediaoon and Moderation Analyses 
Logistic Regression 
DwnmyVariables 
Factor Analysis 
Refiability and Validity 
· Final Exam 
17c. Assessments 
Take-home problem sets (homework problems) based on the text and that use sample 
datasets will be used. The problem sets will ask the students to perform analyses and 
formally report the results. There will also be in-class exams. 
17d. Instructional Materials 
Possible Texts 
Warner, R. (2008). Applied statistics: From bivariate through multivariate 
techniques. Thoµsand Oaks:' Sage. 
Tabachnik, B. G. & Fidell L. S. (2007). Using multivariate statistics (Slh ed.). Boston, 
MA: Pearson. 
Computer Data Analysis Software 
IBM SPSS Statistics Software. 
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College Cowse Registration Poan 
· Th.is Conn is used to register all courses. It mll$t be signed by the deparl'!'ent chair and the school dean who will send it forwar~ to 
the Registrar's Office. Registcation of General Education COu<OC$ require$ on odditional S11pp/,,,,,,.lal Cnr,, ~rr,t~n F-and the 
appropriate St,,dmt l..Nn,;,,& 0-,, CJ,,,J,ti.rt. Approval by the Faculty Seiute's General Edualioo Committee is necesury for all 
General Education co= 
Oua entry Gelds are slu.ded. Some 6clds hllve limits on numben and spa= that an be entered. Some srcas lave drop-down 
menus with options that caa, be selected by clicking your choice. Save the blonk fonn before usiog it and then uve each course 
foan with an indindual file name. Go back 10 the saved bl2nk for each new foi:m but save with I different name 2fier filling in data. 
Action concems a new COW'SC Discipline 
Action concerns an existing cowse: Discipline PSH 
Course.Submitted by: Jennifer Ratcliff 
Department: PSH 
' 
Number 
Number 631 
Chairperson'sApproval: ~~• 0-21$,( 
Dean's Approval: 
1. Action requested: 
0 Registra.tion of new couxse 
Date: ';J - 7- Je 
f8I Revision of content for existing course 
0 Registtation of general cou.cse listing under which related titles can be taught (umbrclla coun;es) 
0 Registration of topics course for specific semester (if checked, complete item 2 below) 
f8I Change of course title - Previous Title: Advanced Personality-Social Psychology 
0 loactiv;a.tion of existing course regiscmtion (cowse will not be taught in near future) 
0 Other - Describe: 
2 Complete fOJ: registration of topics cour~ or umb.rellil courses: 
a. General cowse regisa:ation; Discipline: PSH Numbec 631 
b. General registntion title: Social Psychology 
c. Specific course title for semester offered (topics course title): 
d. Topics course registration is for. SPRING SEMESTER Y cat: 2012 
3. a. 0 Undetgt2duate listing: . Discipline: Nw:nbec 
b. f8I Gr.i.duate listing: Discipline: PSH Number. 631 
4. a. Official course title: Social Psychology 
b. Course stan date: SPRING SEMESTER YEAR: 2012 
S. AQbreviated coui:;;e title (restricted to 16 spaC;CS) Soc:i.sl Psych 
6. a. Semester hours of credit assigned to cowse (lJlVUiilble): 3 
b Can this course have variable credit O No O Yes - Ci:edit range to semester hours 
c. Is this course is repeamble £OJ: multiple credir? 18] No· 0 Yes - Credit Maximum = 
· 7. Type of Course: LIBERAL ARTS 
8. General Education Information: (Cotl)plete only for General Education courses} 
a. General Education Knowledge A.rea (choose one if applicable): NONE 
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b. Adclitio=l student leam.ing outcomes: (check all codes that are currently approved) 
D Contemporary Issues (I) D Upper Level Writing (U) 
0 Both Contempora.ry Issues and ~er Level Writing (J) 
0 Scholat:ship on Women (W) LJ Dive.csitr (D) . 
D Scien~ & Technology (E) . 0 Other World Civilizations (Non-Western) (0) 
9. If cross-listed in another discipline(s), give clisciplinc(s)/numbcr(s): 
. If thue are prc-requ.isites that are enforced, give discipli.i:J.e(s)/number(s): 
If there are co-requ.isitcs, give cliscipline(s)/n)l!Dbcr(s): 
10. a. Approximate total number of scats/semester c:xpected: 15 
b. How many sectioni; do you expect m offer per semester. ~ 
11 . Sections of this course are ( check one): taught by one instructor 181 
12. Planned frequency of offering: EVERY SPRING 
taught by a t6ID 0 
13. Grading (check any dutt apply): 
181 Letter grade O Pass/Fail (S/CJ) ONLY O Approved for IP grade 
0 Course requires a m.inimum grade of for General Education o_r the major • 
14. If th.is course requires any special scheduling urangements with ttgaro to time or room/ space, please 
comment on th.is in the space provided: 
15. If this course is reqp.ired for any degrees/ prog.aims, please ,list them below: 
Required for MA in Clinical, MS in Clinical, and MS in Experimenw Psychology 
16. Write a brief cou.cse description for the College Cawogs. Reflect content as accurately as possible using 
65 words or less (about 500 charactexs. Use actio.11 verbs and omit 'This cou.rse covers.-" and simila.r 
phrases. · 
This course will foster an appreciation for, and understanding of social psychological theories and . 
concepts that will enhance students' undC1'.St2.Dcling o f the situatiorua.l factozs that determine human behavior. 
In addition, this cowse aims to foster a deeper unde.cst:anding the role of diversity in interpersonal 
interactions, as well as teCOgcition of crosS<Ultural differences and sirni)ar:i,;~ ~ reactions to situational 
facto.rs. 
17. For all comses, plcase·attach the following info.cnation: 
(a) a list of major course objectives 
(b) a topical outline of course 
(c) a list of methods used to evaluate student perfoxmancc 
· (d) a list of instructional matedals used - give bibliographic citations of texts, critical tcacling:;, films, c 
(e) a cun:ent course syllabus, if possible 
(f) a brief sta.tcment detailing the additional worli: requited of graduate students in a "swing cow:se." 
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For General Education courses only,-attach also: 
(g) Suppkmental General Ed11cation Co11m &gittration Form 
(h) St11dm1 Leaming 011tromes Checlelift (for specific codes reqmsttd). 
. . 
